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Thank you for downloading our latest

eBook, "Perception Sensor Secrets."

We've used our experience, along with

advice from colleagues with  decades of

experience in the field, to collect the

information held here. We hope it helps

roboticists like you to integrate

perception sensors faster and keep them

working longer.
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TANGRAM MAKES
PERCEPTION SIMPLE

All the information in this eBook is published in good faith and for general information purposes only. Tangram Robotics, Inc.

("Tangram") does not make any warranties about the completeness, reliability and accuracy of this information. Any action you

take upon the information you find in this eBook, is strictly at your own risk. Tangram will not be liable for any losses and/or

damages in connection with the use of this eBook.

Beyond the advice presented here,

Tangram can be a more active partner

in your robotic development. Visit us

online to learn more about our sensor

integration SDK and robot deployment

software (including calibration, remote

diagnostic and maintenance tools). 

Visit us online at www.TangramVision.com 

http://www.tangramvision.com/
https://www.facebook.com/tangramvision
https://twitter.com/TangramVision
https://www.linkedin.com/company/tangram-vision
http://www.tangramvision.com/
http://www.tangramvision.com/
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CALIBRATION IS KEY
Understand your sensor inside and out.

CAMERA DISTORTION

Calibration is often the first step in every

sensor process, and rightly so: it tells the

user exactly how a sensor acts internally

and how it relates to the outside world.

However, it’s common to assume that a

sensor's core properties won’t change

after the first calibration.

This is a mistake.

Unless a sensor is encased in a solid

block of aluminum, there’s a good

chance that normal wear and use have

changed its calibration. Heat, moisture,

handling, and time can each affect a

sensor’s calibration in adverse ways.

These changes can render a robot

useless unless treated with the proper

care and attention.

Pictured: [left] An image from a fisheye lens camera; [right] The undistorted image using the proper calibration parameters.

Source: OpenCV. https://docs.opencv.org/2.4/modules/calib3d/doc/camera_calibration_and_3d_reconstruction.html

Profiling distortion is the top concern for many camera systems. In undistorted images,

"straight lines are straight", i.e. light coming into the camera isn't bent by the camera's

lens. It may be necessary to experiment with the best lens profile on cameras with

severe distortion. For instance, the lens above would only benefit from a fisheye

distortion model; anything else would give an incorrect calibration.

https://docs.opencv.org/2.4/modules/calib3d/doc/camera_calibration_and_3d_reconstruction.html


GET STARTED IN CALIBRATION
Of course, there's a lot more to full

sensor suite calibration (you can learn

more about how Tangram can help

with robotic calibration here) but these

resources are enough to get anyone

started.

To get you started on your calibration

journey, we've attached some helpful

links to commonly-used calibration

targets for cameras and visual-inertial

systems, along with the open-source

library they can be paired with.
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Use one of the checkerboard patterns on the next page as well as a corner detector

to find the pixel location of every corner in the image. These will be our image

coordinates. 

Assign every point in the checkerboard a corresponding 3D coordinate, which we’ll

call our object coordinates. For instance, if every square is 25mm in width, the top left

corner would have the coordinate (0,0,0), and the next corner in the first row would

have (0.025, 0, 0).

Use the existing intrinsic calibration and a camera position estimate to project our

object coordinates into the plane of our image.  These are our projected coordinates. 

Compare every projected coordinate to its corresponding image coordinate in pixel

space; the sum of all these distances is our total error. If this error is too high, you

should stop what you’re doing and recalibrate!

Most open-source calibration programs have a built-in way to do this routine already

using their respective calibration patterns. If you want to roll your own, though, here are

the basic steps to monocular camera calibration verification:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Even written out, there's a lot to be done and a lot that can go wrong. It’s worth investing

in a calibration routine to keep your sensors running at their best at all times. 

VERIFYING YOUR CAMERA'S CALIBRATION

https://www.tangramvision.com/?=eBook_chap2
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Click the image to be taken to the complete board file. Tangram recommends

printing these targets onto a flat surface like gator board or glass.

APRIL tag for Kalibr or AprilCal

Squares: 6 x 6 

Total dim: 0.8m x 0.8m

APRIL tag for AprilCal

Squares: 5 x 7 

Dim: Letter (8.5in x 11in)

Checkerboard for Kalibr or OpenCV

Squares: 7 x 6 (only count inside corners)

Total dim: 0.5m x 0.5m

DOWNLOADABLE GRIDS

http://www.artsupply.com/foamcore/gatorboard.htm
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#kalibr-april
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#kalibr-april
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#kalibr-april
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#kalibr-april
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#kalibr-april
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#kalibr-april
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#aprilcal
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#aprilcal
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#aprilcal
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#aprilcal
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#aprilcal
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#aprilcal
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#kalibr-opencv
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#kalibr-opencv
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#kalibr-opencv
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#kalibr-opencv
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#kalibr-opencv


Circle grid for Vicalib

Circles: 10 x 19

Distance between circles: 14.11mm

Circle grid for Vicalib

Circles: 25 x 18

Distance between circles: 31.56mm
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http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#vicalib-small
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#vicalib-med
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#vicalib-small
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#vicalib-small
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#vicalib-small
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#vicalib-small
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#vicalib-med
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#vicalib-med
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#vicalib-med
http://www.tangramvision.com/resources#vicalib-med
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BOTTOM LINE
Always verify
calibration quality
before any data-
sensitive task. This is an
aspect of robotics that
is often overlooked...
until it ruins the entire
perception stack.

ROS camera_calibration package: 

http://wiki.ros.org/camera_calibration

OPEN-SOURCE CALIBRATION 
SOFTWARE PACKAGES

Kalibr from Autonomous Systems Lab 

@ ETH Zurich:

https://github.com/ethz-asl/kalibr

Vicalib from Autonomous Robotics

and Perception Group @ CU Boulder:

https://github.com/arpg/vicalib

AprilCal from the April Robotics Laboratory

@ University of Michigan:

https://april.eecs.umich.edu/wiki/Camer

a_suite

OpenCV Pinhole camera calibration:

https://docs.opencv.org/2.4/modules/

calib3d/doc/camera_calibration_and_

3d_reconstruction.html

OpenCV Fisheye camera calibration: 

https://docs.opencv.org/3.4/db/d58/group

__calib3d__fisheye.html

Visual-inertial (Camera + IMU)

Camera Calibration

Many thanks to the academic labs that

developed these calibration packages.

See last page for licenses + citations. 

Licenses and Citations: 

Kalibr: 

This book  cites software developed by the Autonomous

Systems Lab and Skybotix AG.

AprilCal and AprilTags: 

Ed Olson, AprilTag: A robust and flexible visual fiducial

system, Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference

on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), 2011

OpenCV: 

OpenCV. (2015). Open Source Computer Vision Library.

https://docs.opencv.org/2.4/doc/tutorials/calib3d/cam

era_calibration/camera_calibration.html

http://wiki.ros.org/camera_calibration
https://github.com/ethz-asl/kalibr
https://github.com/arpg/vicalib
https://april.eecs.umich.edu/wiki/Camera_suite
https://docs.opencv.org/2.4/modules/calib3d/doc/camera_calibration_and_3d_reconstruction.html
https://docs.opencv.org/3.4/db/d58/group__calib3d__fisheye.html
https://docs.opencv.org/2.4/doc/tutorials/calib3d/camera_calibration/camera_calibration.html
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TIMING IS EVERYTHING
It pays to timesync.

A sophisticated sensor suite might have

data coming in from several sources,

rates, and formats. Knowing how to

temporally connect this data makes a

huge difference in algorithmic

performance. Synchronizing data gets

harder to do as the number of sensors

grows, as things like lag and packet

dropping can occur when the sensor

host becomes resource-constrained.

Unfortunately, many robotics platforms

(particularly mobile ones) don’t have

the luxury of pruning down their sensor

suite; there are literally too many

obstacles to overcome.

Stream priority should be considered early

in the lifetime of a robotic system, since

decoupling stream systems can be a huge

pain.

One way to manage timing  is to

bundle sensors into different systems

based on how urgent the data is.

Ground robotics might give priority to a

depth sensor positioned low in order to

react to pedestrians or holes, while

demoting other cameras to the

background. A drone, meanwhile,

might have the opposite priorities. It

wouldn’t need a depth sensor unless it

was taking off or landing. 

Stream priority should be considered

early in the lifetime of a robotic system,

since decoupling stream systems can

be a huge pain. This is especially true if

perception processes aren’t abstracted

from the data layer.
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BOTTOM LINE

Be aware of your sensor’s behavior

during data collection. Rolling-shutter

cameras, for instance, don’t capture an

entire frame at once. Instead, they

capture line-by-line down the image. 

Know your sensor timing, and more importantly,

know when this timing can change. Profiling these

variations and compensating accordingly can

drastically improve results.

This means that an image can itself be

distorted if the camera (or the robot

that it is attached to) moves too

quickly. This is a case of intrinsic

correction, rather than the extrinsic

timesync that is needed between

sensors.

Global shutter vs. rolling shutter exposure. Notice the bend in the helpcopter blades in

the rolling shutter image on the bottom.

Source: Sony. https://youtu.be/YmEH8z1JWgc

ROLLING SHUTTER EFFECTS

https://youtu.be/YmEH8z1JWgc
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CONNECTIONS MATTER
Security and speeds start here.

If you ultimately do choose to change

sensors or connection types down the

line, don’t be afraid of sunk costs. A

good interface can save months of

future development, even if it means

throwing out weeks of work already

done.

The physical method of connection

between your sensor and your host is

crucial to performance. For example, a

USB camera connection might make

sense during development, but might

prove difficult to use during

deployment when it drops or throttles

important data (indeed, many robotics

companies start with USB-connected

sensors, and ultimately switch to

Ethernet for its reliability and speed).

Sensor and connection choices should

be made holistically by considering

both data type and delivery.

Sometimes there is no choice to make,

since some of the best sensors on the

market only work through a certain

cable.

But beware: moving from one

connection type to another late in

development can affect behaviour in

ways that might not be obvious up

front.

BOTTOM LINE
The connection

between sensor and

host is just as important

as the sensor data

itself. Don’t neglect it.



Universal Serial Bus (USB) used in depth sensors, CMOS cameras, event cameras.

Type A Type B Type C Micro Mini

COMMON CONNECTIONS

USB

RS-232
Old-school serial connection used in... old-school devices.

(^) This is not a standard, just a rule of thumb. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RS-232

(*) Theoretical. This can be drastically cut by drivers.

USB 2.0 Standard

Available for A, B, Micro, Mini

480 Mbps*

5m
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USB 3.0 Standard

Blue color on port. Available for A, C, Micro

5 Gbps*

3m

ETHERNET
High-speed cable used in LiDAR, CMOS cameras.

Cat 5

100 Mbps

100m

Cat 6

1 Gbps

100m

Cat 7

10 Gbps

100m

Cat 5e

1 Gbps

100m

20,000 Baud (bits/s)

50m - 300m^

RS-232 Picture Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Serial_cable_(blue).jpg

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RS-232
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Serial_cable_(blue).jpg


Wi-Fi
Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) used now and again for this and that. Fun fact: "802.11__"

refers to the IEEE 802.11 standard for wireless protocols.

These metrics are maximums. Expect half these speeds/distances in common use.

802.11a, 5GHz

6-54 Mbps

118m

802.11b, 2.4GHz

11 Mbps

140m

802.11g, 2.4GHz

54 Mbps

38m

802.11n, 2.4GHz

300 Mbps

250m

802.11n, 5GHz

900 Mbps

140m

802.11ac, 5GHz

433 Mbps - 1.7 Gbps

250m

COMMON CONNECTIONS

HDMI
High-Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) used mostly for

displays.

MIPI CSI-2

6 Gbps

25cm - 30cm

48 Gbps

15m
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Mobile Industry Processor Interface Alliance's (MIPI) Camera Serial

Interface (CSI) used for camera data.
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GOOD SENSORS NEED
GOOD SOFTWARE
Don't waste time and resources.

From the firmware to the user

experience: it’s all about the software.

A robotics platform can cost thousands

of dollars, with excellent sensor

placement and power efficiency. But

at the end of the day, if none of this

sensor data can be streamed, utilized,

and acted upon, that expensive robot

is rendered useless. Conversely, a well-

calibrated system of cheap cameras

and IMUs can produce world-class

results if the data is easy to access,

understand and utilize.

The most reliable way to ensure the

quality or your software from day one is

testing and benchmarking

performance. It makes a world of

difference to know when and how a

piece of code affected your platform

through meaningful figures and

metrics. This can be everything from

uptime to processing performance

during difficult tasks. Unit and

integration tests are powerful as well.

For instance, what happens when you

throw useless data into your system?

Or data from a new source? It's good

to know that your code works how you

designed it.

Your robot might

behave one way in

the office and

another way in the

real world.
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Testing in the field should also be a

priority. Your robot might behave one

way in the office and another way in

the real world. A good example:

sensors like LiDAR and CMOS cameras

lose effectiveness outside depending

on weather, so alternatives like radar

or HDR cameras might be needed

intead. 

BOTTOM LINE
Software is absolutely

essential. Data,

feedback, and in-field

testing can help you

develop smarter.Knowing these differences and

mitigating this behavior allows for a

more consistent development process

(not to mention preventing rude

awakenings on deployment).



Tangram Vision’s perception sensor SDK is designed

to get your vision-enabled device to market faster

and keep it operational longer. The Tangram Vision

Platform minimizes sensor integration burdens while

maximizing sensor uptime and performance. This lets

your engineering team focus on the unique

challenges that make your vision-enabled device

stand out.
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